Abstract.
Introduction
In recent years semigroups and groups satisfying the so-called permutation or rewritable properties attracted considerable attention (see [1] ).
From the early sixties the first author studied general aspects of the additive number theory in the sense of Schnirelmann-Mann (summarized in [6] ). These results and approaches can be generalized naturally in abstract algebraic setting (see [7, 8, 10] ).
Problems connected with permutation and rewritable properties of groups and semigroups find their natural place in the structure theory of set addition. 1 The goal of this paper is to show how the problems of rewritability and a class of analogous problems can be approached from the point of view of the structure theory of set addition. This approach gives rise to many new and natural questions about rewritability and may indicate possible ways of solving these problems. To consider rewritability-like problems, we give a classification of three-element subsets in groups and cancellative semigroups from a point of view compatible with the structure theory of set addition (Theorem 1). This classification is used to obtain two concrete results in Theorems 2 and 3. These theorems serve as detailed examples, rather than per se, as results of their own, because our aim is not so much in proving new concrete results as in pointing at a new approach to a class of natural problems. Hence Theorem 2 is close to a result first proved in [5] , and our proof of it is not dissimilar to a proof given in [5] , although based on a new approach, while Theorem 3 appears to be new.
We are grateful to Professors Ya. G. Berkovich and D. Gorenstein for drawing our attention to possible connections between the structure theory of set addition and rewritability, and to Professor D. J. S. Robinson for a helpful observation on the original form of Theorem 2.
Now we give a few definitions, remarks, and examples. Our aim is to give the reader at least some flavor of the character of numerous problems arising when our approach is used for groups. The definitions are used in the subsequent sections of this paper.
Let S and T be two semigroups (sets with a binary operation, not necessarily associative, can be considered too; «-ary operations can be considered as well). Let A c S and fie 7 be subsets of S and T, respectively, and let n be a positive integer. Then An = AA■••A (n times), so that A" = {x £ S\x = axa2 ■■■an for some ax, a2, ■■■ , an £ A}. Let ÀnX -{x £ S\x -axa2---an with all factors ax, a2, ••• , an £ A pairwise distinct}. An n-isomorphism of A onto B is a pair (cp, y/) of bijections <p: A -> B and yi: A" -► Bn such that y/(axa2---an) = tp(ax)tp(a2) ■ ■ ■ tp(an) for all ax, a2, ... , an £ A . If this last property holds for pairwise disjoint ax, a2 ... , an£ A, then (cp, y/) is called a permutational n-isomorphism or an [n]-isomorphism. (1,0), (0,1), and (1, 1), respectively, and y/ is naturally induced by cp . It is easy to see that A and B are not 3-isomorphic.
The concept of «-isomorphism of sets is of fundamental importance for this paper; this is why we discuss it in more detail now.
Suppose that S and T are given by their Cayley multiplication tables. Each such table is a finite or infinite square array of elements of S (or of T), and its rows and columns are labelled by the elements of S (or of T). Suppose that n > 1 is given. We can construct an analog of the Cayley multiplication table for S x S x ■ ■ ■ x S -* S" , which maps any «-tuple (ax, a2, ... , an) of elements of S into their product axa2---an. This table can be geometrically represented as an «-dimensional cube. Now suppose that A c S is chosen. Consider an «-dimensional "subcube" AxAx---xA->A".
If A is a subsemigroup, A" consists of elements of A and thus \A"\ < \A\, where \A\ denotes the cardinality of A. It is easy to see that if 5 is a cancellative semigroup, then \An\ = \A\. However, if A is an arbitrary subset of S, then the cardinality of A" can be larger than \A\. In fact, \An\ -\A^ is possible. Clearly, ^c5 and B c T are «-isomorphic if their " «-dimensional Cayley tables" have the same form. If (cp, y/) is an «-isomorphism, then cp "rearranges" columns and rows (in all « dimensions) of the Cayley table of B so that y/ becomes a one-to-one correspondence between the tables.
For example, if « -2 and \A\ = \B\ = 2, then A and B are 2-isomorphic if there exists a pair (cp, y/) of mappings with the above properties. Without loss of generality, we can assume that A = B = {a, b}, and thus cp is the identity mapping. In this case y/ becomes the identity mapping, too. Which forms can the Cayley tables for A and B have? If we assume that S (and T) are cancellative semigroups or groups, then no two elements in the same row y or the same column of the The first two of these tables are symmetric and occur when a and b commute. The first and third of these tables have the same element on the main
diagonal, i.e. they occur when a = b . The infinite cyclic group Z is abehan, and so the third and fourth of these tables are impossible in Z . It is obvious that the first table is impossible. Thus, all two-element subset of Z are 2-isomorphic and their Cayley 2-tables are isomorphic to the second of the above tables. Classes of 2-isomorphic 2-element and 3-element sets in groups were described in [8] . There are forty-five noncommutative and seven commutative types of 2-isomorphism of 3-element subsets of groups. Classes of 3-isomorphic 2-element subsets of groups are found in [2] , there are twenty-two types of them. Various problems of classification of groups (and semigroups) arise. For example, suppose that a group cannot contain «-element subsets of certain types of w-isomorphism. What is the structure of this group? As a trivial example consider groups that do not contain 2-element subsets with the Cayley 2-tables of the above types 1, 3, and 4. Clearly, such groups are abelian and no two elements in them can have the same square. In other words, they are abelian groups without elements of order 2. If the groups are finite, they are abelian groups of odd order. What are the groups in which type 4 of the Cayley 2-table is impossible for any two elements? Clearly, they are groups in which \A | < 3 for every two-element subset A . An easy argument shows that they are the groups in which, for every two elements a and b, ba e {ab, (ab)~ } . A somewhat more involved argument (see [8] ) shows that these are either abelian groups or direct products of Q, the eight-element quaternion group, and an elementary abelian 2-group. An analogous result holds for cancellative semigroups (see [10] ). A (that is, ai ^ a. for any I < i ^ j < n). Clearly, if A and B are «-isomorphic, then they are [«]-isomorphic, and hence every class of [«]-isomorphic «t-element sets is a union of classes of «-isomorphic w-element sets. In other words, each permutational «-isomorphism type is a union of several «-isomorphism types.
The concept of permutational «-isomorphism makes it possible to approach the concepts of «-rewritability in a different way.
An «-element subset {ax, a2, ... , an} of a group or a semigroup 5" is called rewritable if there exist two different permutations a and t of {1,2, ... ,n] such that fla(1)û"(2),,'il,(") = ax{\)ax(2)'"ax{n)-A-semigroup S is called «-rewritable (or satisfying the property Qn) if every «-element subset A of S is rewritable. Clearly, A = {ax, a2, ... , an} is rewritable exactly if A contains less than «! elements, and S satisfies Qn precisely when \Al"'\ < «! for every «-element subset A c S. This alternative statement of Qn shows that Qn can be naturally considered as a problem belonging to the structure theory of set addition.
An ordered «-tuple (ax, a2, ... , an) of elements of S is called rewritable if there exists a nonidentity permutation x of {1,2, ...,«} such that axa2 ■ ■ • an = aT,X)ax,2) ■ ■ ■ a.,.
A semigroup S is totally n-rewritable (or satisfies the property P) if every «-tuple of its elements is rewritable. Obviously, Pn implies Qn . The product axa2 ■■■an is called the value of (ax, a2, ... , an). It is easy to see that a semigroup S is totally «-rewritable if each element of A[n' is the value of more than one «-tuple of elements of A for every «-element subsets A c S. Thus S satisfies Pn exactly when, for every «-element subset A oï S, no entry in the «-dimensional Cayley multiplication table of A is "isolated" (that is, each entry appears more than once in the table). As Blyth proved (cf.
[1]), \JnP" = \JnQn, where Pn and Qn denote the classes of groups which satisfy Pn and Qn, respectively.
As an example consider « = 3. If A -{a, b, c}, then A = {abc, acb, bac, bca, cab, cba}. The cardinality of A-is at most 3! = 6. A is rewritable precisely when A contains less than six different elements. A semigroup S satisfies P3 precisely when the value of each of the words abc, acb, ... equals the value of another word in this set for every three-element subset A of S. Of course, in such a case \A[ '\ < 3 for every A .
Classification of permutational classes
In this section we classify all three-element subsets of cancellative semigroups up to permutational 3-isomorphisms. Without loss of generality, we can assume that A = {a, b, c} is our subset of cardinality 3. We classify A according to the cardinality of Al3]. Theorem 1 shows that there exist exactly nineteen three-element subsets that are not permutationally 3-isomorphic. Theorem 1. In cancellative semigroups a three-element subset A = {a, b, c} can have the following nineteen types of permutational 3-isomorphism:
(1) abc = acb = bac -bca = cab = cba (all elements of A commute); (2) abc = bac = bca and acb = cab = cba (two pairs of elements of A commute); (3) abc -bac -cab -cba and acb -bca (one pair of elements of A commutes); (4) abc -bca -cab and acb = bac = cba ; (5) abc -bac, cab -cba, and acb -bca (one pair of elements of A commutes); (6) abc = bac = cab = cba, with acb and bca isolated (one pair of elements of A commutes); (7) abc -bca, bac = cab and acb = cba ; (8) abc = cba, acb = bca, and bac = cab ; (9) acb = bac = cba, bca -cab, and abc isolated; (10) abc -bac, cab = cba, with acb and bca isolated (one pair of elements of A commutes); (11) abc -bca = cab, with acb, bac, and cba isolated; (12) abc = bca, acb = bac, with cab and cba isolated; (13) abc = bca, acb = cba, with bac and cab isolated; (14) abc -bca, bac = cab, with acb and cba isolated ( 15) abc = bca, bac = cba, with acb and cab isolated; ( 16) abc se cba, acb = bca, with bac and cab isolated; (17) abc = bca with acb, bac, cab, and cba isolated; (18) abc = cba with acb, bac, bca, and cab isolated; (19) all products abc, acb, bac, bca, cab, and cba are isolated. No two of nineteen types are permutationally 3-isomorphic. For each of them there exists a finite group G and a three-element subset A of G such that A belongs to the given type. Suppose that two pairs of elements of A commute. Without loss of generality (since we consider A up to [3] -isomorphisms), we may assume that ab -ba and ac -ca. In this case abc = bac = bca and acb = cab -cba , and hence \Al x\ = 2. This gives us type (2) . It is obvious that the converse statement holds: if A belongs to type (2), then exactly two (but not all three) pairs of elements of A commute. We use this simple observation in the sequel without special references.
If \A[ ]\ -2 and exactly one pair of elements of A commutes, we can assume, without loss of generality, that ab -ba. Then abc = bac and cabcba . If abc / cab, then each of the products acb and bca equals either abc or cab. If acb -abc, then cb -be contrary to our assumption about A. Thus, acb = cab, so that ac = ca, again contrary to our assumption about A . It follows that abc = bac = cab = cba. Since \Al3x\ = 2, weobtain acb -bca . This gives us type (3).
Let ¡A1-x\ = 2 and no elements of A commute. Let U and V be subsets of equal products in Apx. Clearly, abc ^ bac, bca ^ bac, bca =■= cba, cab =/ cba, and cab =¿ acb, and so if abc £ U, then bac £ V, bca £ U, cba £ V, cab £ U, and acb £ V. This produces type (4) .
Let \A | = 3. This rules out types (1) and (2), and hence at most one pair of the elements of A commutes. If one pair of the elements of A commutes, then, without loss of generality, let ab -ba. Then abc = bac and cab -cba . Since only one pair of the elements of A commutes, acb $ {cab, abc} . If bac ^ cab, then acb = bca, and we have type (5) . If bac = cab, we obtain type (6).
Let \A\l3X\ = 3 and no elements of A commute. First suppose that Ai3] has no isolated products. Then no three products in Al3x can be equal, and so every product in A^ equals one other product. As no elements of A commute, abc £ {bca, cab, cba} . Let cp = (a, c, b) be the cyclic permutation of {a, b, c} . Applying cp to bca -abc we obtain abc = cab. So, up to [3] -isomorphisms, we can exclude the case when abc -cab, considering only abc -bca. In such a case cab = bac, and hence acb = cba and we obtain type (7). If abc = cba, then bca £ {acb, cab}. If bca = acb, the remaining two products bac and cab must be equal, and we have type (8) . If cp is applied to the equality bca = cab , we obtain abc -bca, thus returning to an already considered case.
Suppose that \A[ x\ -3 , no elements of A commute, and one of the products in A1 x is isolated (that is, it does not equal any other product of a, b, and c). Without loss of generality, assume that abc is this isolated product. Let U, V, and W be subsets of A1 ], each consisting of products with equal value. If U -{abc} and cba £ V, then bca, cab £ W, as no two elements of A commute. For the same reason, bac, acb <£ W. This produces type (9) . Now let \/P\ = 4. Types (1) and (2) are impossible, and only one pair of elements of A may commute. If, without loss of generality, ab = ba, then abc = bac and cab = cba, so that the products acb and bca are isolated.
We obtain type (10) .
Suppose that |^4[3]| = 4 and no elements of A commute. If there are three equal products, we can assume, without loss of generality, that abc is one of them. Then abc £ {bca, cab, cba} . If abc = cba, then these two products cannot equal a third one. It follows that abc = bca = cab, with the other three products isolated. This is type (11).
If no three products are equal, we have two isolated products and two pairs
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.abc bac cab of equal products. Without loss of generality, let abc be isolated. In the above graph the adjacent vertices may be equal, while the nonadjacent vertices are not equal.
Choosing the second isolated product among {acb, bac, bca, cab, cba}, we obtain six possible cases: (i) abc, acb , bac -cba, bca = cab ; (ii) abc, bac, acb -cba, bca = cab ; (iii) abc, bca, acb = cba, bac = cab ; (iv) abc, cab, acb = bca, bac -cba ; (v) abc, cba, acb = bac, bca = cab ; (vi) abc, cba, acb -bca, bac = cab. The cyclic permutation cp = (a, c, b) transforms (iii) into (iv), (i) into (12) Finally, if \A*-| -6, then no two products in Ä-' are equal, and we obtain type (19).
We have listed all possible types up to [3] -isomorphisms. It remains to prove that no two of them are [3] -isomorphic.
Any [3] -isomorphism preserves the cardinality of A , the number of products in each group of equal products, and the number of commuting pairs of elements. Thus types (l)- (6), (9)-(ll), and (19) are not [3] -isomorphic to any other types. In type (7) one element commutes with any product of two other elements: a(bc) = (bc)a and a(cb) = (cb)a, and [3] -isomorphisms preserve this property. Thus, types (7) and (8) are not [3] -isomorphic, and hence each of them is not [3] -isomorphic to any other type. The same argument shows that each of the types (17) and (18) is not [3] -isomorphic to any other type, type (16) is not [3] -isomorphic to types (12)-(15), and so (16) is not [3] -isomorphic to any other type. Type ( 13) differs from other types by containing an element that commutes with both products of the remaining elements: a(bc) = (bc)a and a(cb) -(cb)a , while type (14) has an element commuting with only one product of the remaining two elements: a(bc) = (bc)a. Thus, types (13) and (14) are not [3] -isomorphic to other types. Types (12) and (15) are not [3] -isomorphic because the first factors of the isolated products are the same in (12) and different in (15). Clearly, this property is preserved under [3] -isomorphisms.
To see that each of the nineteen types can be realized by a three-element c!^J_ subset of a finite group, we list a series of corresponding examples, where G = Sg, its elements written as products of disjoint cycles, with A denoting the identity element of S9. Functions are written as right operators; that is, in a product fg the permutation / acts first.
( A group is called an R(3, «)-group if \Al '\ < n for all of its three-element subsets A . We can assume that 1 < « < 6. If R(3, n) is the class of R(3, «)-groups, then R(3, 1) is the class of abelian groups, by Theorem 2, R(3, 2) = P3 (the class of all ^-groups), R(3, 5) = Q3 (the class of (23-groups), and R(3, 6) is the class of all groups, so that R(3, 1) c R(3, 2) = P3 c R(3, 3) C R(3, 4) c R(3,5) = Q3c R(3, 6). Since no structural description of Q3-groups is known, descriptions of R(3, 3) and R(3, 4) can give insight into the structure of Q3-groups. Theorem 2 suggests that R (3, 3) -groups G may be characterized by a weaker version of the condition \G'\ < 2, where G' is the commutator subgroup of G. Indeed, R(3, 3)-groups turn out to be precisely those groups G, for which |G'| < 3. Our elementary proof of that fact is too long for this article.
Theorem 2. A group is an R(3, 2)-group if and only if it is a P3-group.
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Proof. As proved in [5] , P3-groups G are characterized by the condition |G'| < 2. Theorem 2 is trivial for abelian groups, and so we assume that our groups are nonabelian.
Necessity. Let G be a nonabelian R(3, 2)-group. Then there exist noncommuting elements a, b £ G. Let A = {a, b, ab} . Since ab =/= ba, no elements of A commute. Thus, A does not belong to the first three types, and hence it belongs to type (4). Since no permutation of {a, b, c} changes the equalities of type (4) If a commutes with both x and y, premultiply all equalities in Z?[ ] by a. Then move a to the right in each product, until it stands to the left of b. For example, if xby = xyb is one of the equalities in B, we obtain first axby = axyb and then x(ab)y = xy(ab). Thus, C satisfies the same type of equalities as B does, which shows that C belongs to one of (l)-(4). Analogously, if b commutes with both x and y, then C belongs to one of (l)- (4) . Therefore, we can assume now that neither a nor b commutes with both x and y.
An easy consequence of types ( 1 )- (4) is that if a set {a, b, c} contains a [3]-2-element and c does not commute with a and b , then it commutes with their product ab. Indeed, the only commuting pair of elements in the set {a, b, c} may be ab = ba. Hence {a, b, c} belongs to either (3) or (4). In both cases abc = cab, so that c commutes with ab. We use this simple consequence many times in the sequel. For example, if both a and b do not commute with either x or y, then ab commutes with x and y, and hence C satisfies (2). So we can assume from now on that at least one of the elements a and b commutes with either x or y , but not with both x and y . Now we consider two major cases: when xy = yx and when xy =<= yx . Let xy = yx. If both a and b commute with x or both a and b do not commute with x, then ab commutes with x, and hence two pairs of elements in C commute and C satisfies (2) . If x is replaced with y here, we arrive at the same conclusion. It remains to look at the case when a commutes with exactly one of the elements x or y , while b commutes with the other element. Without loss of generality, we can assume ax = xa and by = yb . If ab ^ ba, then each of the sets {a, b, x} and {a, b, y} has exactly one commuting pair of elements, and hence each of them belongs to type (3). Thus, axb = xab = bax = bxa , abx = xba , by a = yba = aby = ayb, and bay = y ab . It follows that (ab)yx = (ab)xy = (abx)y = (xba)y -x(bay) = x(yab) = xy(ab) = yx(ab) and x(ab)y = (xab)y = (bax)y = (ba)xy -(ba)yx = (bay)x = (yab)x = y(ab)x, and hence C satisfies (3). If ab = ba, then by does not commute with a and x, so that {a,by, x} satisfies (3), whence ax(by) = xa(by) = (by)ax = (by)xa and a(by)x = x(by)a. It follows that (ab)xy = (ab)yx = a(by)x = x(by)a = x(yb)a = xy(ba) = xy(ab) = yx(ab), and hence C satisfies (3) . Now let xy == yx and let a commute with one of the elements x or y, while b commutes with the other of these elements. Without loss of generality, let ax -xa and yb = by. Then y does not commute with a and bx, and hence a(bx)y = ya(bx). Analogously, x does not commute with y a and b , so that x(ya)b = (ya)bx. It follows that (ab)xy = y(ab)x -xy(ab). Now y does not commute with a and x, and x does not commute with b and y , so that axy -y ax and byx = xby . Thus yx(ab) = y(xa)b = y(ax)b = (yax)b = (axy)b = ax(yb) = ax(by) = a(xby) = a(byx) = (ab)yx. Also x(ab)y = (xa)by -(ax)by -a(xby) = (ab)yx. Therefore, C satisfies (4). Now suppose that xy 7= yx and exactly one of the elements a and b commutes with exactly one of the elements x and y. Without loss of generality assume that a or b commutes with x . Let ax = xa . Since y does not commute with a and b , nor x with ya and b , we obtain y (ab) -(ab)y and x(ya)b = (ya)bx.
Thus, x((ab)y) = x(y(ab)) = x(ya)b = (ya)bx = (y(ab))x -((ab)y)x. No elements of B commute, and hence B satisfies (4) , so that bxy = xyb. The only commuting elements of A are a and x , and hence A satisfies (3) . It follows that axy = yax. Thus, a(bxy) = a(xyb) = (axy)b = (yax)b = y(ax)b = y(xa)b. Therefore, x(ab)y = xy(ab) = y(ab)x -(ab)yx and (ab)xy = yx(ab), so that C satisfies (3). This proves Theorem 3.
